We’re pleased to launch the UB100 Merlin Fall Arrest Block, a 10m (32ft) standard Fall Arrest Block with the option of Galvanised Steel or Stainless Steel cable.

The Merlin 10m (32ft) Block is the first in a new range of Merlin FABs. The NEW Merlin Blocks have cast Aluminium housings for increased durability in all sorts of environments but at just 4.2kg (8.8lb) we think the UB100 Merlin has the best performance to weight ratio in the world!

Ridgegear – whose RGA 10m Block weighs 6.5kg
Globestock – whose 7m Block weighs 5.5kg
IKAR – whose H12 12m Block weighs 5.9kg
Even Tractel – whose plastic housing Blocfor 10m Block weighs in at 4.8kg!!

Merlin Features:

**Offset Anchor Attachment**
to relieve stress on the cable and exit guide during a fall arrest:

Conventional Style FAB/SRL, with central attachment:  
Merlin’s Offset attachment point relieves stress on the cable:

**Meets International Standards**
Merlin is rated at 140kg (310lb) load capacity to meet both CE and ANSI standards

**Replaceable carry handle/anchor attachment**
to extend the life of the block. The unique style of the attachment hole means that it can be used with virtually any size/type of Karabiner

**Choice of cable**
Available with galvanised steel and stainless steel cable and a wide range of connector options

**Individual Serial Marking Permanently marked**
In line with international traceability requirements

**Swivelling exit guide bush**
To reduce wear on the cable exit point which will help to reduce life costs

**Modular Brake unit**
Fast and Easy to service/repair with a modular brake unit which can be quickly replaced

Customisation is available with applicable MOQ – please contact us for further information
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